Abstract, A number of resul ts exist in the literature for singula rl y perturbed differential equations witho ut turni ng points. In pa rti cular a number of diffe rence schemes have been proposed that satisfy a stronge r than normal convergence criteria known as un iform convergence. This guara ntees that the schemes model the boundary layers well. We wish to examine whether these sche mes will also be uniform ly converge nt, if the equati on has tu rni ng points. To this end we derive sufficient conditio ns fo r uniform convergence which are satisfi ed not only by these schemes but by a more ge nera l class of schemes. We show that the rate of conve rge nce is determ ined by a ch a ra~er is tic pa rameter of the problem which may be less than o ne. We confirm these theoretical resul ts by numerical calcul ati ons.
I. Introduction, We shall consider the following singularly perturbed two-point boundary value problem having an isolated turning-poi nt at x = 0:
(1.1a) (1.1 b) In order that the solution of (1.1 ) satisfy a maximum principle, we require that We also impose the following restriction which ensures that there are no other turningpoints in the interval [ -1, 1]
L,u, -eu: (x)+ a (x) u :(x) -b(x) u.(x)
(1.2c) la '(x)I '" la '(0)/21.
-I ~x~ 1.
Under conditions (1.2a)-( 1.2c) the solution of (1 .1) has an internal layer at x = 0. The smoothness of the soluti on is determined by the characteristic parameter A (
1.3) A ~ xb (x )/ a (x)I, _o.
We shall restrict our attention to cases where A is not an integer, We illustrate the solution, for a problem with a ( x)=x, b(x)=A, and !(x) = O in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 . Without loss of generality, we shall assume in the remainder of this paper th at A = B = O. Si ngul ar perturbation problems have been widely used in the literature as model equations for convection-diffusion equations where the Reynolds number R may be large. Many methods have been proposed for their solution. We are concerned here with difference schemes that satisfy the unusually strong convergence criteria known as uniform convergence, that is,
where u~ is the solution of the difference scheme, p > 0 and C is independent of both hand E. Previous works have concentrated on the nontuming point case, where
This exhibits a boundary layer at x = -1. Uniform convergence is sufficient to guarantee that the problem can be solved accurately on a coarse mesh and that the boundary layer will be resolved accurately. It is well known that classical methods do not satisfy this criteria. For example, the centered difference method is unstable, unless a(x/)h/2E < I, and thus a fine mesh spacing proportional to E is required ( ••• -.
-.
-. On the other hand, employing an upwinded scheme, whi ch uses a directed difference for approxi mating the first derivative, is stable but models the boundary layer badly ( Fig. 4) . In fact, such schemes are good for approxim ating the beh aviour of the solution outside th e boundary layer but, 35 the uniform mesh spacing is decreased and thus points fall in the boundary layer region for the fi rst time, the error, measured by the discrete 100 norm on the mesh points, initi ally increases. When the mesh spacing is decreased suffici ently th e error eventually begin s to decline again . To solve these problems a class of schemes known as exponentially fitted schemes was proposed . These satisfy the above criteria of uniform convergence. The results fo r one of these schemes, known as Il'in-Allen-Southwell fitting, are shown in Fig. 5 . This scheme is given by
A set of sufficient conditions for uniform convergence, which classify the manner in which schemes must be fitted, is given in Farrell [10] .
It is desirable to know if the same fitted methods are also accurate for more general problems. Miller [16] This exhibits boundary layers at both ends and the same fitted methods, interpreted correctly. can be shown to be uniformly convergent for this case. The turning-point problem dealt with in this paper is essentially different, in that it does not have a boundary layer of exponential type but rather an internal layer of cusp type, the boundary layer function of which is the Weber parabolic cylinder function . The analysis is therefore considerably more complex. Four results exist, in the literature, for specific fitted schemes. This problem has been considered previously by Emel'ianov [8] who showed that the lJ 'i n-AllenSouthwell scheme was uniformly convergent of order h min (A.2/l) forO < A < 1. We employ a method of proof, which involves asymptotic expansions, similar to the approach used there. Farrell [9] showed that a number of schemes are uniformly convergem for the problem ( 1.1 ) with a (x)=ax, where a is a constant, a nd b(x)=A. Niijima [17] proved that the complete exponential fitting scheme was uniformly convergent, for problem ( 1.1 ), usi ng an a.rgument involving discrete Green 's functions. Berger, Han, and Kellogg [4] , [5] , have proved analytic results for the bounds on the derivatives of this problem. These are valid for the case where A is a n integer in addition to the nonintegral case considered here. Using these bounds they show that a modified version of EI-Mistakawy and Werle's scheme is uniformly convergent of order h min (A.1). This
proof involved the use of a comparison equation with piecewise constant coeffi cients. Abrahamsson [ 1], [2] produced extensive analytic results on the nature of the solution of thi s"and other turning point problems and in addition proved results concern ing the nonuniform covergence of difference schemes for these problems. In this paper, we ge neralise the results of [9] . The sufficient conditions for uniform convergence derived are satisfied, not only by fitted schemes, but also by a large class of schem es of upwinded type. To be precise, we shall consider a class of difference schemes of the form We shall impose conditions on a~, b~ ,fi ' " and £t and show that these are sufficient for uniform convergence of the solution of ( 1.4), ( 1.5) to the solution of (1.1 ), ( 1.2).
In § 2 we state th e suffi cie nt conditions and discuss the ir signifi cance. Section 3 contains results concerning the exact solution of ( 1.1 ), (1.2) including an asymptotic expansion and bounds on the solution and its derivatives. The proof of the sufficie nt cond itio ns is given in § 4. N ume rical computations are presented in § 5 which co nfirm our results. The Appendix contains three technical lemm as, in which we prove bounds requ ired in § 4.
2. Sufficient conditions for uniform convergence. We sha ll first state the main theorem of th e pa per which giv es the sufficient conditions for uniform convergence of the scheme (I .4). We will also discuss the significa nce of th ese conditions and list some of the differe nce schemes which satisfy them. A proof of this theorem is deferred until § 4.
TH EO REM 2.1 (Uniform co nvergence). Let u. be the solution of the isolated simple turning point problem
where the coefficients satisfy (1.2) and (1.3), and leI u~ be the solution of
where the coefficients £f. a~ = Qja(x,). 
where C is independent of hand e. Remarks on the conditions (I) -( V). Co ndition (I) is a co nditio n for the matri x of th e scheme to be of positive type and hence for the scheme to be uniforml y stable. Note that the conditions are a nalogous to those for the stability of the differential equation .
Co nditi ons (IJ )-(JV) aTe "consistency" type conditions which state that the scheme should not vary much from the form of the differential equation, i.e., the coeffi cients should only be O(h) perturbations of the coefficients of the differential equation .
Cond ition (V) effecti vely states that s f must be an order h 2 approxi mati on to E near the tu.rning point but need only be order h away from it. Alternatively we may say that a better ord er of approximation is required in the region where the internal layer is situ ated.
The restriction of the order of convergence to min(A, 1) reHects the fact that the reduced difference scheme onl y approximates the reduced differential equation with order A for A < 1. This is apparent if we consider an equation with
which has a reduced solution of I x l~. We note that unlike the nonturning point case discussed in Fa rrell [10] , [11] , no exponential fitting is required in this case for uniform convergence. This reHects the fact that the solution of the turning. point probl em does not exhibit boundary layers and is thus smoother th an the solution of the nonturning point problem.
It is easily seen that a wide range of schemes sati sfy these conditions. In particu lar, we ca n show that lI 'in-Allen -Southwell fitting
we can write the scheme in the fonn (1.4) where
and hence
Similarly the generalizations in Farrell [11] . which use u(a( II I )h/ 2e). O:a X I -Ch :ii 1I; ;;a;;
x/ + Ch, also satisfy these conditions. Similar but somewhat longer arguments show that complete exponential fitting (S hishkin and Titov [18] , Carroll (6] , Carroll and Miller [7] ) sati sfies them. A more interesting result is that the simpl e upwinded scheme
also satisfies them trivially. Similarly two other speci al schemes, from the literature, for convection-diffusion problems also satisfy them. That of Sarmarskii (Gushkin and Shchennikov [1 2], Kellogg and Tsan [15]) , is given by (1.4) with
We can see that it satisfies the sufficient conditions usi ng
The schemes. proposed by Hemker [13] . [14] . are given by (1.4) with
where I"il;:;! I and
The result folllows by observing that
The modification of the Abrahamsson-Keller-Kreiss box scheme proposed by Abrahamsson [2], which we shall refer to as Abrahamsson's scheme 1, is defined as follows:
and with its derivatives. We shall first introduce the fo llowing notation. Ex pa nd a(xI), hex;) in Taylor expansion about zero; then where a.~ a(x )1 '
Jr_"
Let uo(x) be the so luti on o f the reduced equation
In addition, we define a polynomial approximation, to uo(x), in the turning point region by
where
Then, letting w(x) be the solution of the homogeneous reduced equation, for x > 0 and
We can defin e d similarly, using a solution to the homogeneou s reduced equation for
Using this notation the rollowing asymptotic expansion ror the solution or ( 1.1), ( 1.2) was derived in EmeJ'ia nov [8] a nd appeared also in Farrell [ 11].
• 
In addition to this asymptotic expansion we shall also require bounds on the solution and its derivatives.
Emel'ianov [8] has shown that the following bounds hold for the solution of the reduced equation uo(x ),
).
In addition we have the following bounds for the derivatives of the solution u. Further let f31t f3s be fixed positive constants
We . 8re now in a position to state the first theorem. 
i~I ,···,k+I,
We remark that this result could be proved directly. The analysis in this case would be similar but less complicated.
Finally we have the following estimates for the first and second boundary layer functions, vo(x) and v.(x), and their derivatives. These appeared in Emel'ianov [8] . The former estimate also appears as an intermedi ate result in the proof of Theorem 3.2. In the next section we shall make extensive use of these estimates, together with the asymptotic expansion, in order to obtain the error estimates for difference schemes.
4. Proof of the sufficient conditions. The proof consists of obtain ing two separate estimates for the truncation error, the first using the traditional approach but retaining powers of £ explicit ly, the second using the approx imation Ii. (x) given in § 3. Using uniform stability we thus get two bounds for the error, which we then combine to give the uni form error estimate.
We shall assume throughout that £ < £ 0 (given) and that the scheme is uniformly stable. A sufficient condition for this written in terms of 0i and f3 i is that In order to establish stability, we define the comparison funct ion ~/==(x~-4 )/2. •
)1 + h )u:(x,)I+ c hlu:(x,)I+ Ch.
We require a better estimate for a(x/)u :(x/) than that given by (3.9). By differentiating •
• • o
Since we have assumed the scheme is uniformly stable, classical convergence is an immediate consequence, as is uniform convergence for the special case A > 4.
TH EOREM 4.2 (Classical convergence theorem). If the scheme ( 1.5), ( 1.6) is uniformly stable and in addition satisfies (I)-(V) then
We shall now use the asymptotic expansion of § 3 to derive a further estimate of the error. We sha ll consider only the case X~O. since x < O is a nalogous. Proof We restrict ourselves first to the region x ~ h, the case x = 0 will be dealt with later. Applying L~ to ii,,(XI) -u~. where u" is the asymptotic expansion of § 3 and u~ is the solution of (1.5) , (1.6), we obtain 
TH EOREM 4.3 (Nonclassical convergence
)L:(u.(x/) -u~) = L~ u .. (x,) -/7 = L~ii .. (xl) -Louo(x/) + I(x/) -it
-f(x,)I·
Since the latter tenn is bound by Ch, it therefore remains to bound
ouo(x,).

Writing U, for u. (x,)
Now substituting explicitly for Ui. using (3 .1). expanding a(x,) and h(x,) in Taylor expansions a round 0, using the no ta tion of § 3, a nd regrouping
)[e(A+I)!2 v,(x;) -dm(O) T'(O)x: +' ].
Recall that, if' = xl e 1/2 and p = hi E, then
We shall henceforth write vb({) for (d j d{)vo(C) and similarly for Dt . l (a, -1 ) uo(x,) + e(A+l)/2 ao l',(a/ -1) va,) , 
Y (x) ~ u,(x)-dm (O)x' -dm (O) T'(O)x"'.
It can be shown that the 5. satisfy the following bounds: We shall defer the proof of these bounds to Lemma A.I in the Appendix. Now combining the bounds on 5 1 to 5 11 , and (IV), for XI ~ h, we have
,. , and V ex) is a smooth function as before. We will defer the proof of th ese bounds to Lemma A.3. By (4.5), (4.6), and the bounds on Tit j = 1,6, (4.7)
IL:(u,(O ) -u:)I" C( h m '.,'."+ e) .
We may now use these results to produce a new error estima te. 
Theorem 2. 1 now follows by combining (4.8), (4.9), (4.10) , and (4.1 1). 0 633 S. Numerical results. In th is section we p resent nu merical results fo r a number of schemes which satisfy the sufficient conditions of Theorem 2.1 and also for some schemes which do not. The graphs each show th e results on meshes of width h =~ and k and also an accurate approximation to the exact solution obta ined on a fin e mesh ( h = 1/ 1024). Except fo r Fig. 8 , which is for e = 0.01 and A = 1.25, th ey are all for the following problem (from [5, p. 487]), which has a turning poi nt at x =!. described in § 2, and Complete Exponential Fitting, respectively. All of these satisfy the sufficient conditions. We do not show graphical results for any of the other schemes satisfyin g the sufficient conditions, since they are virtually indistinguishable from these. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the solution for centered differences and for the following scheme proposed by Abrahamsson [2] for nonlinear problems, which we shall refer to as Abrahamsson's scheme 2:
where Neither of these schemes satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.1. It is easily seen that these do not solve the problem accurately. Numerical and graphical results for this test problem, together with many more general problems may be found in Farrell [II] .
To determine more accurately whether a scheme is in practice uniformly convergent, we calculate an experimental rate of uniform convergence p as follows:
'.H and jred is chosen so that e = l/2j,ftl is a value at which the rate of convergence stabilizes, which normally occurs when, to machine accuracy, we are solving the reduced problem. A further discussion on the effectiveness of this as a measure of uniform convergence may be found in Farrell [11] . Tables 1-3 give the experimental and theoretical rates of convergence for a number of schemes for various values of A. The experimental rate of classical convergence given here is the average rate for e == 1/2. This is the reason that the upwinded schemes, including that of Abrahamsson, have a classical rate of 1.00. The Generalized Constant U'in scheme is a new scheme, which uses u f = u(pla(O)I) near x = 0, u~ = u(pla( 1)1) near x = I, and the appropriate directed difference approximation on each side of x =!. The next, lI 'in averaged a (x) uses u f = u(p(1a(Xi+ l) + a(xj)I)/2). These tables illustrate that the rate of convergence predicted for the schemes, which satisfy the sufficient conditions, is achieved in practice. For a general scheme of this type the predicted rate min (A, I) is the best attainable rate, that is, there exist schemes that only achieve the predicted rate. We also note, that as stated earlier, one can only attain uniform convergence of order h" for A < 1. In fact, if we try to evolve schemes that attain a higher rate of uniform convergence for a particular turning point problem, their performance for other more general problems will deteriorate . Naturally, if we consider only classical (nonuniform) convergence outside the internal layers, these schemes will attain higher orders, usually h or in certain cases h 5, we prove the following technical lemma which is a generalization of that in Eme!'ianov [8] .
LEMMA A. 
2A -01
A, Bound on 5 11 , We consid er firs t Xi = h ({i = p). By ex pl icit calcul ation of the di ffe rences, using (3. 10) and (3. 11) we can show that (A. 13) IS"I'" Ch.
To prove the result fo r X I!5: 2h ({i !5: 2p) we proceed in a manner si mil ar to that in § 3. 
Cons ider the cases
